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A STAR IS
BORN!

Dan Robinson Rocks his Racing Debut
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June saw the Vinyl Detail ST-XR Challenge heading to Anglesey for a Triple Header meeting
on the Welsh Coast.
It was a thrilling weekend of racing which featured an exciting debutant in the shape of Dan
Robinson, the 18 year old son of multiple ST-XR Challenge champion Mark.
After a 15 minute qualifying session on Saturday morning, race 1 was of the same duration
in the afternoon as was race 2 on Sunday morning. The closing race on Sunday afternoon
was a little longer at 20 minutes.
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QUALIFYING

ON THE RIGHT TRACK

Like many of the ST drivers, Michael Blackburn
had struggled with understeer during testing
on Friday but towards the end of the day,
the championship leader did some laps with
the tyres and set up that he planned to use
for qualifying the following morning. He was
very glad he did as the car didn’t handle as
he expected so he was able to try something
different the next day. This change of approach
proved to be a good move as the handling
of his ST was much nicer and he was able to
qualify on pole 4 tenths ahead of Sam Beckett
who was frustrated by understeer which hadn’t
been apparent on his car during testing.
Third fastest was a young man who has only
held a driving licence for a road car for 8 months
– Dan Robinson. He passed his ARDS test a few
weeks before the meeting and turned 18 the
day before the Test Day. As a present for his
big birthday, Dan’s parents – Mark and Kerry –
paid his entry fee for this meeting and his Dad
loaned him his ST. As he had sat in his race car
less than 10 times, his qualifying performance
was remarkable – an adjective which would be
used often in relation to him during the course
of the weekend.
Mark Blunt was very happy to be fourth fastest
especially as, unlike the others at the top of
the timesheets, he didn’t take part in Friday’s
test day.
Fifth and sixth quickest were Chris Grimes
and Luke Woodward. After Friday’s Test Day,
Grimes expected to be challenging for pole as
he recorded a 1:49.2 – the same as Blackburn’s
best lap in qualifying – and his data suggested
that he could do a 1:48.8 if he hooked
everything up perfectly. During testing, Chris
could hear a strange noise so he and his team
changed all 4 hubs and bearings.
The replacement parts eliminated the noise
and Grimes expected to set the World alight
with the new tyres he fitted for qualifying but
he was disappointed to discover that the fresh
rubber had less grip than the old tyres. He was
a second slower than the previous day – the
old rubber would be re-fitted for race 1.
For Matt Pimlott, qualifying was what he
described as “interesting” due to a set up
which gave him understeer and a gearbox
which required some force to select cogs.

Having gone the wrong way with his set up
in testing, Michael Blackburn made revisions
and got on the right track for qualifying
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The previous meeting at Snetterton was the
first time that Chris Flynn had competed for
10 years. Here at Anglesey he was much closer
to the pace and was pleased to be eighth.
Flynn was the first of 4 drivers called Chris
grouped together in this part of the timesheet.
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Continued from Page 5
Next up was Chris Chisnall who felt his qualifying
session went well even though he didn’t improve on
the times he set in testing.
Completing the Top Ten was Chris Lindley who was
another happy driver as his car had gone well and he
was the first of 3 drivers who were covered by fractions
of a second.

Chris Jones was the only driver
running a Class B Escort XR3i
this weekend

The last of this group of Chris’ had the surname of
Jones and he was the only entrant who was not in
a Class D Fiesta ST as the reigning champion in that
category was having a run in his Class B Escort XR3i
as he wanted to enjoy its nimbleness through the
corners. On the Tuesday before the meeting he had
tested on one of the shorter layouts at Anglesey. He
was happy with how things went although the steering
was heavier than Chris remembered. He thought he
had forgotten how weighty it was in the 18 months
since he had driven the car.
Although the XR3i had gone well in testing,
unfortunately that wasn’t the case when it came to
qualifying as Jones couldn’t get the front tyres to grip
no matter how he drove the car or what lines he took.
This was a real surprise as the Escort rarely suffers
from understeer.
Adam Bissell, Richard Steele and Ron Loffstadt were
the remaining drivers who took part in qualifying.
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RACE 1

BRINGING IT HOME

After Mark Blunt retired with mechanical
failure, Michael Blackburn just had to bring
his car home

The start of race 1 was a tale of two getaways for the
drivers on the front row. Michael Blackburn shot away
from pole position while the man next to him, Sam
Beckett, was engulfed by the pack and was down in fifth
on the approach to The Banking having been passed at
a congested first corner by Chris Grimes, Mark Blunt
and Matt Pimlott. This trio latched onto the back of
Blackburn with Grimes practically pushing the leader
through the first corner before Blunt dived down the
inside at The Banking to push Grimes down to third.
Although he started third on the grid, Dan Robinson
couldn’t take advantage of Beckett’s problems as he
too was slow away.
For a moment, it looked like Beckett was going to lose
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another place at the second corner as Luke Woodward
was having a look round his outside but he couldn’t
find a way by. Just behind, Chris Flynn, Chris Chisnall
and Robinson were 3-abreast with Flynn and Chisnall
making left front to right rear contact.
Chisnall was pitched across the track where he clouted
Robinson. The debutant displayed tremendous
amounts of car control as he fought to prevent a fishtail slide developing into a full-blown spin. He was
aided in his quest to avoid ending up pointing in the
wrong direction when his momentum saw him crash
into the side of Chisnall who was by now on the grass.
The impact knocked Robinson straight, pointing him
in the general direction of Church Corner. Meanwhile,

Chisnall’s Fiesta hadn’t enjoyed being treated as a
pinball and he pulled off on to a section of track that
was unused this weekend as it connects School Corner
to the National layout of the venue.
Blackburn was still leading coming out of Church with
Blunt right on his bumper. In third, Grimes ran a little
wide on the exit of the bend allowing Pimlott to draw
alongside down the back straight. Beckett was carrying
even more momentum than Grimes and Pimlott so
that we once again had a 3-abreast situation, this time
through School corner with Woodward close behind
waiting to pick up the pieces.
Pimlott was the first to blink when they approached
the braking area for the Rocket complex where Beckett

braved it out around the outside of Grimes in the first
element to position himself on the inside of the second
part to move up to third.
The subsequent loss of momentum for Grimes meant
both Pimlott and Woodward were challenging him for
fourth when they reached Peel. By the time they had
got onto the Tom Pryce Straight, Woodward was fourth
but he had Grimes charging down his inside as they
reached the International Hairpin.
Grimes was so focussed on Woodward that he
completely missed his braking point and ploughed
into the rear right of his team-mate Beckett’s car!
Both Tensport Performance Fiestas suffered significant
damage in the impact… and, to make matters even
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worse, Beckett was sent spinning into the path of
Woodward where he received another hard hit. Pimlott
also made light contact with Grimes’ rear bumper in the
chaos but continued.
With 3 stranded cars on the track, the officials had no
choice but to bring out the Safety Car which was quickly
followed by red flags. They later also disqualified Grimes
for causing a collision.
For the restart, Blackburn was alone on the front row as
was Mark Blunt just behind him because neither Beckett
nor Grimes had cars that were running.
Having got away well at the first attempt, Blackburn
had a nightmare this time around. Initially he bogged
down but then he overcompensated on the loud pedal
and had wheelspin. To cap it all, he then missed his shift
into second gear. Therefore, Blunt was able to take the
lead around the outside at Target. These pair already
had a healthy advantage over Robinson who initially
held third but only until he reached The Banking where
Pimlott dived down his inside.
Robinson then carried a little too much speed into
Rocket which meant he lost some ground to Pimlott and
now had Chris Flynn on his back bumper.
Towards the end of the lap, Chris Lindley and Richard
Steele were having a good battle. They exited the
International Hairpin side-by-side before Lindley
annexed eighth at the Bus Stop.
Lap 2 saw Adam Bissell carry great speed out of The
Banking which enabled him to draw alongside fifth
placed Chris Flynn on the long back straight. However,
Flynn held on to the inside line for the entry to Rocket
and kept the place.
Just behind them, Chris Lindley was outbraking Chris
Jones’ XR3i to take seventh although greater speed
out of the complex because the Escort is more nimble
allowed Jones to take the place back at Peel as Richard
Steele followed very closely behind. Jones and Lindley
swapped places back and forth on the entry and exit of
the International Hairpin so that Jones was back ahead
when they reached the Bus Stop.
Seconds before, Blackburn had a scare when the leader
Blunt suddenly lost pace right in front of him coming
on to the start-finish straight. Blunt had been driving
brilliantly and appeared to be on his way to a maiden
victory but the loss of a gearbox mount had caused
severe vibration which resulting in a driveshaft poppingout. He coasted to a halt next to the pit-wall – he was
gutted!
So Blackburn found himself ahead with a small gap to
Pimlott who had Robinson on his back bumper.
Jones and Lindley continued their epic battle on this
the third lap. Although Jones had more speed through
the corners, Lindley was 8 or 9 mph quicker down the
back straight so once again he was able to make a pass
into Rocket but as before, Jones was back ahead at Peel
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meanwhile Steele was doing his utmost to get in on the
action to move up the order.
Up front, Blackburn was steaming away from Pimlott who
got some respite from Robinson when the youngster
put a couple of wheels on the kerb approaching Rocket.
He held the resulting slide but lost a few lengths in the
process.

Chris Flynn was right in the thick of
the action throughout the weekend

Although the leaders were now quite spread out, the
battle for fourth was spicing up with Bissell passing
Flynn at Peel.
Next, Jones and Lindley saw their rear-gunner depart
when Steele lost power and headed to the pits. An
annoyingly small component – a sensor on the engine
– had failed.
It took Robinson no time at all to recover the ground he
lost to Pimlott at Rocket and by the start of the next lap,
he was challenging for second at The Banking.
Meanwhile, back at Rocket, Jones was once again under
attack from Lindley but this time he managed to keep
him at bay.
The fight for second now intensified with Robinson
looking round the outside at the Bus Stop before slingshotting down the start-finish straight to take Target
wheel-to-wheel with Pimlott but the latter just managed
to keep hold of the runner-up position.
These two battles were about to resolve themselves.
Firstly, Lindley made a move on Jones at Church forcing
the Escort driver to lift which meant he lost a great deal
of ground down the back straight.
Secondly, Pimlott’s difficulties when selecting gears
returned and caused him to hesitate coming out of the
International Hairpin allowing Robinson to take second
at the Bus Stop.
So Blackburn took the win. He said, “After Blunt retired,
I just had to bring the car home.” Once he was clear of
Pimlott, Robinson put his foot down in a bid to catch the
leader but there was too little time left. At least he had
the consolation of taking fastest lap on the final circuit.
It became increasingly difficult for Pimlott to select gears
so much so that at the start of the last lap he used so
much force that the lever became detached (although it
remained inside the gaitor) and he pulled off at Target.
which promoted Bissell up to third.
Had Pimlott finished, he would have been disqualified
in any case for not following the Safety Car protocol.
According to TSL, Flynn was excluded from the results
for the same reason although the driver advised that it
was because the stewards blamed him for the first lap
incident at The Banking.
So after quite a race, the only other classified finishers
were Lindley, Jones and Ron Loftstadt.
Sadly, Woodward and Bissell took no further part in the
meeting.
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MASTER &
APPRENTICE

With a shock absorber smashed into a chassis leg,
Beckett thought his weekend was over after the accident
on Saturday however his Tensport Performance car and
that of Chris Grimes were repaired overnight thanks to
the efforts of mechanics Jole Docherty and Nathan
Hothersall. Beckett was particularly grateful to Sam
Robinson who worked on his car. All these guys were
fuelled by Chef Sophie!
When the red lights went out, Michael Blackburn was
the first to reach Target, a couple of lengths ahead of
Dan Robinson. Behind, in the absence of Bissell, Chris
Lindley was effectively third on the grid however he
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RACE 2

had a very poor getaway and was engulfed by the rest
of the pack.
In contrast, Mark Blunt got a flyer and was already up
to third, having started eighth, on the run down to The
Banking.
Richard Steele was fourth with a small gap to Beckett…
and then we had a trio of cars battling for sixth with
Lindley, Chris Jones’ XR3i and Chris Chisnall approaching
the positively cambered 180 degree corner wheel to
wheel. Chisnall decided not to take too many risks as
he was on the outside line so he left it to Lindley and

Master driver, Michael Blackburn (55), heads
newcomer Dan Robinson (169) into Target.
Robinson would remain in Blackburn’s
wheel-tracks throughout the race

Jones to contest the corner. Even though Jones was on
the outside of Lindley, he was marginally ahead at the
exit although Lindley finally made being on the inside
pay as he moved in front of Jones at Church.
This pass appeared to badly impact on Jones’
momentum and he was also demoted by Chisnall
through School.
Pimlott was already in trouble with his gearbox once
more, the lever became detached exiting The Banking
but he managed to re-attach it and continue – albeit a
long way behind. However he had enough speed to set

fastest lap despite missing the occasional gear change.
Further round the opening circuit, Beckett outbraked
Steele at the International Hairpin to take fourth. After
the incident the day before, Beckett’s car pulled to the
left under acceleration and had incurable understeered
in the corners. His team mate and fellow race 1 crasher,
Chris Grimes, was struggling to make progress with a car
that was even more battle-scarred. Most significantly,
he was having to run without an anti-rollbar as it had
been badly damaged in the accident and had to be
cut off. Grimes was down in tenth at the end of the
opening lap.
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On the next circuit, Chris Flynn had a look around the
outside of Jones going into Rocket but couldn’t make
the move stick.

Despite difficulties selecting gears,
Matt Primlott soldiered on the set
fastest lap

The leader, Blackburn, would later advise that this was
one of his best performances. He was really tuned in
to his driving and was hitting every apex. Remarkably,
right behind him Robinson was following doggedly
in his wheel-tracks despite this being only his second
ever motor race.
Flynn briefly got ahead of Jones before running wide
at the International Hairpin so the Escort remained
in eighth although on the next lap, Grimes started
to make some moves and passed Jones at Rocket.
The Escort driver was now really struggling with the
steering, he suspected contact earlier in the race may
have damaged the differential, and so he headed to
the pits to retire. That was the end of his weekend.
With Blackburn just about keeping Robinson at arm’s
length, the contest for third was heating up with
Beckett all over Blunt’s bumper. Blunt was keeping his
cool however and driving smoothly.
Fifth placed Richard Steele had his mirrors filled with
no less than 4 Chrisses – Lindley, Grimes, Chisnall and
Flynn. These 5 cars were covered by just a few seconds.
On lap 5, a couple of the Chrisses, Chisnall and Grimes,
demoted Steele.
Next time around Grimes finally made it to the front of
this gaggle of cars and into fifth by duking it out with
Chisnall through the Rocket complex.
On the final lap Robinson made a tiny error – his only
one of the contest – which allowed Blackburn to take
the chequered flag just under 1.4 secs ahead after
a 15 minute race that the winner really enjoyed. His
impressive young rival brought out the best in him.
After coming so close in recent rounds, Mark Blunt
finally made it on to the podium despite Beckett
putting him under enormous pressure throughout.
During the last few laps, Blunt’s ABS warning light had
come on so he had to be extra careful under braking.
He was confident of being able to fix the problem
before race 3.
Grimes had finished with a comfortable margin in fifth
ahead of Lindley who just pipped Chisnall with Steele
and Flynn finishing close behind.
Matt Pimlott battled his gearbox and made it home in
tenth while Ron Loffstadt was our final finisher.
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RACE 3

BATTLING ON

After incurring so much damage in race
1, second place in the final encounter
was a fantastic result for Sam Beckett
and the Tensport Performance team

From pole position, Michael Blackburn beat everyone
else into Target as Sam Beckett fought off Mark Blunt
to retain the second place he held on the grid. Blunt
held on doggedly but eventually had to yield on the
exit of The Banking.
With this being a longer, 20 minute race, Blackburn was
relieved to be out in front as he could manage the pace
and look after his front tyres.
Dan Robinson had enjoyed a dream debut weekend so
far but he would quickly find out that this race wasn’t
going to be quite as good as a down on power engine
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(possibly due to a dodgy batch of fuel) took the edge off
his pace. Having started third on the grid, Chris Grimes
pushed him down to fourth at The Banking. On the exit
of the corner, Matt Pimlott also tried to overtake him
but at Church Robinson swept around the outside to
keep ahead.
Grimes was a man on a mission and dived inside
third placed Blunt going into the Rocket complex but
couldn’t make the move stick.
A little further back, Richard Steele was once again
battling the Chrisses – Chisnall, Flynn and Lindley. This

quartet were using all the tarmac and quite a lot of the
grass!
Having been repelled earlier in the opening lap, Pimlott
took fifth from Robinson at the International Hairpin.
Down the back straight for the second time, the first
three – Blackburn, Beckett and Blunt – were already
reasonably spread out although Grimes was coming
under intense pressure from Pimlott. Meanwhile, Steele
was trailing the 3 Chrisses.
By the time the field reached the International Hairpin,
Blunt was starting to put Beckett under pressure

while Pimlott was looking to go around the outside of
Grimes before carrying more speed out of the corner
and taking fourth before he reached the Bus Stop.
After all that hard work, Pimlott’s gearbox problems
returned causing his car to hesitate down the start/
finish straight allowing Grimes to repass. Their place
changing allowed Robinson, Chisnall and Lindley to
close in and make this a 5 car battle for fourth.
Pimlott repeated his sling-shot out of the International
Hairpin on the next lap but this time Grimes had just
enough speed to keep him at bay into the Bus Stop.
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Pimlott was unrelenting and practically pushed Grimes
around the circuit for the next few laps until he carried
more speed down the Tom Pryce Straight to reclaim
fourth. Grimes refused to allow Pimlott to pull away –
this was a fantastic battle!

Chris Chisnall finished fifth his best result of the weekend

Just before half distance, Robinson’s down on power
engine cost him another place when Chisnall overtook
him at Church.
After a few more laps, Pimlott had become established
in fourth as Grimes focussed on Chisnall behind him.
Then Grimes clattered the kerbs at Church which gave
him a scare. He backed off thinking he could hear
ominous noises coming from his car and his steering
seemed to have become mis-aligned.
With 5 minutes left on the clock, Robinson appeared
to find a new lease of life and began to put Chisnall
under pressure.
Blackburn had a healthy lead in the closing stages but,
to explore how his tyres coped with a trio of races at
Anglesey, he decided to press on. This saw him run
wide over the kerbs on a few occasions nonetheless, he
took the chequered flag comfortably ahead of Beckett
having also set the fastest lap early in the contest.
Three wins out of three was an excellent boost to his
championship ambitions.
Beckett had been hampered by a slipping clutch as
the contest drew to a close. Given the traumas of the
weekend, Beckett’s runner-up finish was an excellent
result for him and the Tensport Performance team.
With 5 minutes to go, Blunt’s tyres went off so he was
happy to manage the gap to Pimlott behind him and
make it 2 podiums on the bounce. He had no problems
with his ABS system this time around and believed the
problem in race 2 may have been due to a faulty wheel
sensor.
Chisnall managed to just about keep Robinson behind
him to take fifth. Dan had a very proud father – Mark
reported that his son had done everything that had
been asked of him as his family and friends cheered
him on throughout the weekend. It was no surprise
that he did so well as he had been coming to ST-XR
Challenge since he was a baby in his mother, Kerry’s,
arms.
After his kerb hopping escapades, Grimes’ confidence
in his car gradually returned as all seemed ok. He
thought that perhaps the wind had been buffeting the
car rather than his steering being out of kilter. He was
classified in seventh, coming home about a second
and a half ahead of Lindley. Our final finishers were
Flynn, Steele and Ron Loffstadt. The latter thoroughly
enjoyed his weekend racing by the seaside despite a
tired engine costing him time on the straights.
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